Dear Friends,
Imagination gets a bit of a bad rap in the Bible. In a quick scan of nearly three dozen verses that include the
word, virtually all of them imply a negativity or a diminishment. There are verses about imagining enemies
and challenges that don’t exist. There are verses about imagination being linked to vain hopes or ambitions.
The theme sometimes goes something like this – trust in God’s sure goodness and blessing rather than letting
your imagination run away either with fear or with self-centered scheming - all of which is perfectly good
and reasonable.
In Paul’s letter to the Philippians though, we are reminded of the other side of imagination – the one that
pushes us beyond our own limits of reason, the one that draws us closer to the divine, the one that helps us let
go of what is so that we might be carried along by God’s continually unfolding arc of goodness that is still
speaking, creating, or making new. This sentiment in Philippians finds its zenith in the fourth chapter in
words that frame one of my favorite blessings:
May the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, keep your hearts and minds
together as one in Christ Jesus until we meet again.
Part of my love for that blessing is that it invokes the truth that the peace, the fullness,
the possibility of God is always both inherent and intimate to our very nature and yet
always beckons us beyond what we fully understand. This truth is inherent in our
ongoing Visioning work that compels us to transcend what we currently know, listening
for how God is calling us to engage our faith in stretching, imaginative ways.
Our Stewardship theme this year will be “Imagine What’s Possible.”
Much has happened in our recent journey together. Together in the last four and onehalf years, we have brought new life and depth to this community in ways that defy both
some of the fears that this church had about its future, as well as, any notion of growth to satisfy our own self
-serving needs. I have heard more than once recently “who could have imagined what has happened recently
here?” Then again God’s peace, God’s plan, God’s calling always surpass our human understanding. Our
campaign this year will fundamentally challenge us to both imagine how much further we can go and to
discern whether we will have the resources to support those endeavors.
It will be no small task, so this will be no ordinary campaign. Everyone will be invited to events where we
can ponder these questions together. The Rev. Dr. Nancy Taylor, who helped launch our shared journey by
preaching at my installation, will come back to preach. We will dream big and ask hard questions as we
continue to listen for God’s calling. This is no ordinary church, these are no ordinary times, and the peace,
the love, the blessings of God call us ever forward.
I cherish the journey ahead and the fact that we get to take it together.
Peace, Brent

From the organ bench
Another program year is started, and as you can imagine, music is being deliberated and chosen, rehearsals
have started up, and already we are looking toward Christmas Eve. But I think that there’s one detail that you
hadn’t imagined, and I want to let you in on a secret!
Every year, our choir robes are lovingly cleaned and repaired by Claire Williams. So, even though they are
many years old, they look brand new. Part of that is they were very high quality to begin with, but a large part
of their good looks is due to the yearly care that Claire provides, very quietly, during the summer months. So,
when you are admiring that professional-looking group in the front, give a hat tip to Claire, our laundering
angel. Hopefully, we’ll sound as good as we look!
Catherine Schane-Lydon

From Our Pastoral Assistant
I remember the cool touch of the sliding doors and how the candle reflected off the glass. It was night and
dark outside, and I had sat between the glass doors and the long curtains that hung over them, cocooned in a
dark shell, hoping I would not be discovered by any of my family members. I didn’t think they would approve
even though they were people of deep faith. It was, I think, my first ever attempt at a spiritual practice,
although I would never have called it that then. I had just returned from church camp where I had been singing
and praying and reading the Bible with 200 other hyped-up kids, and I was eager to keep the excitement
going. I had lit a candle to focus my attention as I had been taught. It gave me a feeling of mystery and drew
my mind and heart into a spirit of prayer. As you can see, I was a young church nerd. And thank God for
that! It has served me well as I have aged, especially as I have worked to develop other practices of prayer
and spiritual mindfulness.

It is the excitement that I remember feeling back then that I hope we can instill in the children of First
Church. By working with an awesome crew of teachers, and a church staff that is dedicated to excellence, I
think the chances are good that we’ll succeed, especially as we cultivate an openness to the Spirit working
amongst and through us.
If you have kids between the ages of 4 and 18, I invite you to join us on Sunday mornings for Sunday school
where some of the excitement happens. We meet during the church service right after “Children’s Time” and
end just before Youth Choir begins rehearsals. I hope your kids will consider participating in both
opportunities! We do ask that you fill out a registration form for Sunday school just so we know how many
children to expect and what their ages are. A form can be picked up at the church office or found on our
website, www.stockbridgeucc.org

As we rally into the fall, and another year of faith formation programming, may the bringer of comfort, and
life of all life, be ever before us!
Peace,
Pastor Patty Fox

Our Shared Life Together
HAPPY OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS
(Please let someone on the Growth Committee know if we have not
included your birthday or listed it incorrectly.)
October 2
October 3
October 6
October 11
October 13
October 18

Michael Moyle Lynch
Madonna Meagher
Nellie Rustick
Betsy Wise
John Tracy
John Slocombe

October 19
October 20
October 23
October 27
October 31

Tristan Osgood
Bob Henderson
Starbuck Smith
Sarah Boyd
Anna Smith

PLEASE REMEMBER THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR PRAYERS:
Pat Nowak, mother of Jill Wheat, Betsy Wheat, John Kingston, Bob Henderson, Ann Underwood,
Madonna Meagher, Patty Strauch and her father, Betsey McKearnan, and Jen Germain.

Vision Implementation Group Begins Work
On Pentecost, the church affirmed Vision 2024: Transformed and
Transforming as how we heard God calling us to be in this time and place.
We understood the nature of that document this way:
Rather than a plan with concrete objectives, it is better understood as the central
questions and themes with which we will wrestle. Rather than a destination, it provides
direction for the road ahead. Rather than a solution, it is more of a provocation. Rather
than what we want, we humbly pray it is what God wants for and from us. At the heart of
this vision, is the notion of transformation and thus even this vision will always be a work
in progress rather than a completed document.

We now have the challenge of living into that discerned calling. The Vision Implementation Group (VIG)
will help to guide and lead the congregation into that process. Chaired by Jo Ann Levitt, the group includes
Joyce Hovey, Nick Pohl, Martha Floyd and Brent. This group will not make decisions on behalf of the
congregation, rather it will coordinate the congregation’s engagement. Working closely with the Church
Council and other bodies, this group will invite, resource, and support small and nimble task forces to engage
the questions and themes the Vision identifies.
By the end of September, we hope to identify the initial questions for us to explore together. Thank you for
your support and please contact any member of the VIG with questions or concerns, or if you would like to
help in the process.

News From Boards And Committees
Moderator
Our first ever Church Golf Tournament was a success on all levels. In recent years, Church Council has had
a budget income line for a Fundraiser. This year, Brent suggested we try a golf tournament and submitted a
$3000 goal for the event. Brent convinced avid golfer Jim McMenamy to chair the project and Jim
assembled a committee that included Brent, Nick Pohl, Jorja Marsden, Keith Raftery, and Deb McMenamy
with start up consultations from Ginger Schwartz. Planning for the September 13 Tournament began early
July and went quite well. Sponsorships and donations were solicited, players were recruited, prizes were
assembled, contests were created and menus were planned. Participation on all levels exceeded expectations
including donations, players and volunteers. The 13th was a perfect day for golf and the course was in topnotch condition. The Golf Club sent the players off with a hearty breakfast and teams were fielded on all 18
holes. The Scramble format of play encouraged teamwork, a fun atmosphere and a comfortable pace of
play. The lunch cookout at the church, which included food grilled by Keith and Marie Raftery, salads and
homemade apple crisp made by the Service League (with apples from Anne Hutchinson's yard) was
outstanding. Everybody - players and volunteers - had a good time. That would be a success by itself but,
even better, as a fundraiser, income from this event will exceed $9000. Well done to all who participated!
Deb McMenamy, Church Moderator

Growth and Fellowship
One of the ongoing goals we boards endeavor to achieve is creating and exploring opportunities to
collaborate with other boards throughout the year (the sum of the parts being greater than the whole, the
thinking goes). So when Janet, John, Pat, Nell, Jane, Diane, Mishel, Joyce, and I were in the midst of our
monthly meeting, and Ted (Randolph) popped across the hall from his Christian Ed council meeting, we
were on pins and needles. Lo and behold, he requested help with the upcoming Rally Day, and we all leapt at
the chance to pitch in. With her usual aplomb, Nell graciously offered to be the G & F Council liaison, while
Mishel (bless her heart) generously volunteered to procure most of the provisions. The rest of us fell in line
and did what was called for and it turned out to be a great time for all. (Don't take my word for it: Renzo
thanked me all the way home for bringing him there and told me all that he had done and learned.)
Rally Day is but one way in which Growth and Fellowship is working behind the scenes with other boards to
foster our church community. Next up? A fall fundraiser in conjunction with the Music board where there
will be a special performance by an illustrious UCC member and PIES available for pre-order, just in time
for Thanksgiving. (Pencil in Saturday, November 4th; though date subject to change). We will certainly be
calling upon any and all bakers (and buyers). Watch for details!!!
Finally, tremendous thanks to the Cannings for spearheading the updated photo directory. The dynamic duo
worked tirelessly in coordinating with Lifetouch, Brent, Jon, and all of you/us in developing an invaluable
resource for connecting the church community. Hard to have FELLOWSHIP when you don't know a
person's name...
...and speaking of names, we'd like to encourage one and all to wear their NAME TAGS each and every
Sunday. Here's another goal we have given ourselves, too: Every Sunday, make a point to approach someone
you don't know (or don’t know that well). If we all commit to doing this one small act, pretty soon we'll all
be as familiar as family. Wouldn't that be wonderful?!
Evelyn Battaglia

Mission and Action
It isn’t just hurricane season, it’s epic disaster season. Mission and Action answered the call to have our
congregation respond to just Hurricane Harvey in Texas, but wait, Hurricane Irma came along in Florida,
then Jose up the Atlantic seaboard, then Maria wreaking havoc in Puerto Rico as I type this and yesterday
Mexico...a 7.1 earthquake. At our meeting tonight, it was reported that a school collapsed in the Mexican
earthquake killing children and teachers. It’s all too much. Too much suffering in such a short period of
time.
Hal Brink, a member of our committee, asked for donations from the congregation and we received $749.
The Service League added $1000. At our most recent meeting we added an additional $3000, making our
total for disaster relief $4749. If people still want to contribute, we’ll accept donations gladly. Just write
your check to the church and memo Disaster Relief.
Hal also asked for input from the congregation for charities we should consider. We are proud to announce
that the three charities we vetted were suggested by members of our congregation.
1. Houston Food Bank: suggested by Terry Wise. Their overall rating from Charity Navigator was a top
rating of 4 Stars. Houston Food Bank is the largest source of food for hunger relief charities in 18
southeast Texas counties. They feed 800,000 individuals through a network of 600 food pantries, soup
kitchens, senior centers and other charities. We donated $1000.
2. Harry Chapin Food Bank of Southwest Florida: suggested by Linda Hoddy. Overall rating from
Charity Navigator, 92.92 and 4 stars. Their mission is to overcome hunger in Charlotte, Collier, Glades,
Hendry and Lee counties. They serve partner agencies including church food pantries, neighborhood
centers, low-income housing sites, senior nutrition centers, family crisis centers, soup kitchens,
emergency shelters, and day care centers. We donated $1000.
3. Americares: suggested by Margaret Hornick. Overall rating of 97.23 and a 4 stars. Americares saves
lives and improves health for people affected by poverty or disaster. It has provided more than $13
billion in aid to 164 countries. Mission and Action will ask that Americares donation be used for
Caribbean Island relief including Puerto Rico. We donated $1000.
4. UCC Disaster Relief: suggested by Anne Hutchinson. Anne knows first hand from her work in New
Orleans with Hurricane Katrina how effective our UCC denomination can be. United Church of Christ
not only works in the United States but internationally. We earmarked $1000 to be sent for Mexico
earthquake relief and $749 for general disaster relief.
Anne Hutchinson also mentioned that she brought 10 buckets filled with cleaning supplies to a West
Springfield UCC to help in the disaster relief efforts. Each bucket cost $50. The Service League made a
contribution of $500 toward this effort. Thank you, Service League for your donation.
In other news, Casey Jones, Ted Randolph and Cathy Clark are heading up the Construct “Walk to Prevent
Homelessness.” They are looking for walkers and donations. Mission and Action will match the first
$1000 raised. Last year, we raised just over $4000. Our church website has a donation button and you can
always catch Casey, Ted or Cathy in the JE room after church on Sunday. The walk is on October 15th and
begins at Butternut Ski area, and concludes at the GB Fairgrounds. It’s a lot of fun, so please get your
walking papers and join us on a Fall day to help those in need.
The Mission and Action committee, with Hal Brink leading the charge, will once again feed the hungry in
Pittsfield on the front lawn of St. Joe’s on North Street on Sunday, October 29th for the Cathedral of the
Beloved. Hal has carried the ball on this project for several years, but we are now looking for someone to
take it over. Our church is responsible for planning and serving the meal twice a year. Hal’s blueprint
makes it easy, and there’s lots of volunteers support—please consider this and ask Hal or me if you have
questions.
We have so much more to tell you...but you’ll have to wait until the November newsletter. Until then,
thank you for your generosity, your kindness, and yes, you walk humbly with your God.
Respectfully submitted,
Madonna Meagher, Chair, M & A Committee

Trustees
The trustees wish to thank everyone who was involved in the September 13th golf outing. It’s wonderful to
have received that sort of outcome and boost to our bottom line. Perhaps next year we’ll all be involved to
make it even bigger and better.
In other news, a group formed of members of the Trustees and the Endowment committee was able to call in
a loan which was made years ago to the Community Development Corporation of Southern Berkshire
(CDCSB). The funds will be placed back into an Endowment fund. We should be able to double the return on
the money as we go forward with our investment strategy. Besides the window restoration project and the
memorial garden construction (which have both commenced), we will begin work on our ‘triage’ of items
which require attention. We are currently looking to replace the furnace in the manse so Brent, Jon and Jake
won’t freeze come December. As the sanctuary furnace gasps and coughs, we will pretend those noises are
just ghosts and will have no impact on the comfort of our congregation. Fingers crossed!
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Doerr
Chairman, Board of Trustees

Service League
We want to thank members of the congregation who gave donations in support of our School Kits project for
Church World Service - these supplies help families living in refugee camps maintain some hope and order in
their lives under unbelievably difficult circumstances. We've also responded to devastation from the recent
hurricanes by adding $1000 to Mission and Action's fund-raising, and have earmarked $500 for buckets of
clean-up supplies. Anne Hutchinson took advantage of a UCC matching grant, went to Carr Hardware, where
she bought buckets at wholesale, bought the supplies, and enlisted the children from the Sunday School to
assemble them. They're quite an impressive sight, and they'll be shipped out this week to homeowners in
areas hit by the hurricanes. As you can see from watching the news, there's an ongoing need for both these
projects - the hurricane season is far from over, and the clean-up continues for years. Sadly, the refugee
camps are not going away either. Thank you for your continued support of our mission projects!
And, our next big fund-raiser, the Holly Fair, is not far off - on December 2. Please save the date! We are
always looking for volunteers to bake, help with sales booths on the big day, and of course just come and
shop. And we welcome donations for the ever-popular Grandma's Attic, a great place for your loved-but-nolonger-needed treasures. Someone else will cherish them, and they'll help to fund our many worthy causes.
We all had fun baking apple crisps and making salads for the golfers who participated in the Scramble on
September 13th - maybe there's another great tradition in the making?
The Service League

Deacons

LITURGY ORIENTATION OPPORTUNITY OFFERED, OCTOBER 12
You know you envy those fortunate people who get to read the Scripture lessons and pass the offering plates
on Sunday mornings, you know you do. Well, envy no more, because you’re invited to a liturgy orientation
session to become a member of the Deacon “Auxiliary”!
In Greek, the word “liturgy” means “work of the people,” and we want to offer all the people of the church an
opportunity to participate in this lovely work. And, worship is better and more full when many voices are
heard.
This wonderful opportunity, led by our pastor Brent Damrow, will take place on Thursday, October 12, 7:008:30 pm, in the sanctuary. Child care will be available.

Please let deacon chair, Cindy Brown, know if you plan to attend (cindytoddbrown@gmail.com, 413-2985365). Can’t wait to see you there!

Christian Education
Report from Rally Day 2017
As a congregation, we really enjoy spitting. A lot. In fact, I have here in my hand a list of twenty-six seed
spitters from our congregation, including ten adults who should know better. We also enjoy having our faces
painted. At least twenty sat at the table with Trudy and Terry, who brushed on beautiful designs. A nice
handful of kids took on The Golf Course With Hazards of Biblical Proportions, while still more blew bubbles
or bobbed for apples. I am not sure if anyone bobbed for apples after face painting. Only one adventuresome
soul, Hannah Alsdorf, took on the challenge of the Bible Relay. Don’t worry, we’ll get that going again next
year—meanwhile, plenty of you are taking Bible studies to prepare. Of course, the MOST popular activity
was eating and socializing.
Inside, we saw the return of the Choir to the loft and of the children, lots of them, to Sunday school. Jill
Wheat led both classes in a brief song together—see if your child remembers how to sing “Allelu, allelu,
allelu, allelu---- ia, Praise ye the Lord! (repeat) Praise ye the Lord, alleluia (x 3) Praise ye the Lord!”
Afterward, we split into our two groups. We welcome three teachers to the slate of those returning from last
year, Alexis Kennedy, Jenna Knauss, and Diane Piraino.
The main thing I want to say about this year’s Rally Day is “Thank You” – starting with a huge shout out to
Nell and all the Growth and Fellowship folks who, when asked about supporting Rally Day with food of
some sort (CE was thinking maybe just moving coffee hour outside), came back with an offer to prepare and
serve a full-blown lunch menu, including ice cream sandwiches. Wow! With G&F at our back, CE found the
momentum to move ahead with our idea of having a festive after-church celebration to ring in the (Sunday)
school year, and the return of the choir.
More thanks are due to the largely unseen crew - - Sunday school teachers and their kids, the CE Board, the
Hornicks and Dixes, to name a few -- who helped set up and take down the tables, chairs, and endless golf
course props. A special thanks to Diane who had to live through the creative fervor and also made
anatomically correct dry bones for Hole #4. Trudy and Terry were magnificent at the face painting table and
Anne, Diane, and others wielded clipboard and tape measure in the Seed Spitting Arena. Patty Fox brought
her own apples and bobbing tub, and Jeremy and Bronwyn were able lifelines ready to help anyone stumped
by a Bible Relay question. The cast of the announcement skit were fabulous, as was Jill Wheat in her leading
of the Sunday school in song.
(over)

Seed Spitting and Frisbee Golf

As a matter of record, twenty-six people spat 78 seeds (plus practice shots). If Brent and Jon have an
unexpected watermelon patch out front next spring, it will partly be Jon’s fault. The cumulative distance of
our twenty-eight greatest expectorations was 312’–1” –- longer than a football field! Old records were
brought low, as the previous best distance (by Gene Kalish) of 18’-10” was bested early on by Marjorie Dix,
who inched past that mark with 18’-11”. Shortly thereafter a fellow contender in the Professional Singer
division, Steve Hassmer, took the overall distance title with a trilling 23’-8” shot. In the Family Division,
Keith delivered a 21’-3” blast. In the Ageless Division, Dan impressed with an 18’-5”spit, and the Over 65
Category was swept by Cathy Clark who landed one at 17’10”. Jeremy Ridenour made a well-groomed
showing in the Newlywed Division (16’-2”) while Steve Alsdorf (MD, U-50 division) and Diane (MD, O-50
Division) injected themselves into the record with distances of 15’-10” and 15’-8” respectively. Jon Geldert
dominated the Webmasters’ Class, with a megaspit of 14’-8” and Terry Wise had a brush with glory in the
Artists Over 50 Division, easily sending one 14’-0”. Anne Hutchinson went marching in with a number of
13’-8”, clinching the Saints title. Jill Wheat planted a berry good one at 11’-8” for the Junior Choirmaster
laurels. Tristan walked away with honors in the Fund Raisers’ Route, going 7’.
The Children’s Overall Winner was Hannah Alsdorf, registering a stupendous 16’-1” on the Tyvek tarp.
James-the-Finesse-Kid-Fairbrother bent a stylish 14’-5” ptooey for the lead in the Soccer Cross-Training
Division. Sarafina came on strong at 10’-11”, while Renzo and Erving dribbled out very passable shots,
going 10’-2” and 9’-8” in the Soccer Cohorts League. Khalil spit beyond his years with a 9’-3” lob to take
the K/PreK Division. At 7’-8”, Bronwyn’s effort snagged her the Braces Division with a smile (yet not a
title she wishes to retain), and Ruth and Andrew both sent seeds to the 7’-6” mark. Dakota debuted in the
event with a 6’-6” try, while Noah spit either 6’-3” or 12’-9”-- or both—sorry, the recordkeeping isn’t clear.
However, if he takes after his father, his trajectory will take him far. Daphne and Wyatt wet their whistles
with spits of 4’ and 2’.
On the golf course, several children and a couple of adults tried their hand at sailing the yogurt-lid Frisbees
over five holes, avoiding hazards such as the Red Sea, the Valley of the Dry Bones, and The Tower of Babel.
A few players kept score and handed me their cards, which included a chance to lose strokes by correctly
answering Bible questions pertaining to that hole. Hannah had an adjusted score of nineteen, James and
Bronwyn each had twenty-six, and Erving had 31. Bronwyn answered five questions correctly. Can you?
Hole #1: With God’s help, who used his staff to make a path through the Red Sea so that the children of
Israel could escape Pharaoh’s army? #2: How high was the Tower of Babel supposed to reach? #3: Who
lived in the Garden of Eden until they ate the forbidden fruit? #4: In Ezekiel’s vision, what do the dry bones
turn into? #5: Who was swallowed by a whale, and what city did God want him to preach to?

Events and Happenings
Come to an Imagine Event
During October and early November, each person who calls this church home will be invited to a special
gathering. At these events, we will take the time to share some information about the church, talk about the
future that is before us and consider how we will support the church in striving toward that future.
These events will be different than what you might be used to. We will try to create an intimate and
welcoming environment where you are able to think about this church and our shared life in new ways. We
are a compelling crossroads in our shared journey and these events will help us to determine in which
direction we will head.
Look for a paper invitation to be coming your way and then set aside the time to come. These events are part
of our Stewardship Campaign for the 2017-2018 season. Questions? Contact Chuck Gillett or Brent.

Walk to Prevent Homelessness

Construct’s Annual Walk to Prevent Homelessness is October 15th. Construct has been helping the
people of the Southern Berkshires for more than 40 years, not only by lending a hand, but by changing
lives. Every penny raised goes towards Construct’s Emergency Services Fund for those in need. Last
year our church was able to raise over $4,000, which included our Mission and Action
Committee’s match of the first $1000 raised and Tristan’s amazing efforts which raised over $1,000 as
well. The number of our members that has walked to show their support has increased every year, and we
are looking to continue the momentum!
This year there are many ways for you to get involved. You can donate by cash or check during coffee
hour in the weeks leading up to the walk. You can collect donations from friends and neighbors as part of
our walking group and bring the results of the efforts with you to church. You can go online to https://
www.firstgiving.com/fundraiser/casey-jones-3/walk and donate. You can share the link with others and
encourage them to donate. Last, but certainly not least, you can walk with us. We had a big turn out of
walkers last year, but we are hoping for even more this year. If you are interested, please sign up! If you
have any questions, ask Ted Randolph or Casey Jones.
DATE: Sunday, October 15, 2017
MEETING TIME: 12:30
LOCATION: Ski Butternut to the Great Barrington Fairgrounds

Golf Tournament a Huge Success!

On a sparkling day, seventy golfers hit the links to support this
church. The event, supported by a great team of volunteers, not only
exceeded expectations as a fundraiser, it brought people together in
good and powerful ways.
From breakfast at the clubhouse to a finishing lunch here in the
Jonathan Edwards room, there was a palpable sense of joy and
welcome throughout the day.
As this newsletter is going to print, we are still in the process of
reviewing the event and calculating the many blessings that came
through it. We will provide both more details and more thanks in the
November newsletter.
In the meantime. the planning committee (Jim and Deb McMenamy,
Jorja Marsden, Keith Raftery, Nick Pohl and Brent) want to thank the
whole church for your support. We also want to acknowledge the
many sponsors from the community and church as well as all the
volunteers who helped make the event a joyous occasion.
Beginning last year with the Berkshire Home Companion, the Church
Council began doing these fundraisers as a way of bridging the gap
between what we felt as our calling to be God’s love in the world and
our available resources. Through these events we are better able to
be church. Thank you!

Just Batty
Sometimes the oddest things happen at the strangest times. On Thursday evening during Bible Study, we
looked down the hallway to see water flowing out of one of the bathrooms. Quick work by folks in the
building stemmed the flow of water and initiated a call to Ross Jolly who said he would come by after he was
done attending the open house at his kids’ school.
With the Board for the Norman Rockwell Musuem meeting the next day and no
quick fix on the horizon, we knew we needed help. The new work on the sewer line
beyond the church checked out just fine, and so the problem had to be internal. As
the clock was winding down toward the start of the Board Meeting, Ross arranged
for two great plumbers to come and help us out. The Gilmore brothers checked
every inch of pipe in the basement before finding the clog.

After some time dislodging the mass, the water soon came flowing in a big glop. In the mix of what
contributed to the problem were things like paper towels and other things that should not be in our pipes.
But what turned out to be the culprit was something that the plumbers had not seen in nearly 60 combined
years of experience in the business. Two bats had found their way down the exhaust pipe and, unable to get
out, had died in the pipes and caused the clog.
The building is a busy place, used virtually every day. Without a building sexton, we rely on volunteers to
respond in situations like this one and thankfully they were able to. Watching what came down the pipes
reinforces the reality that we need to continue to be vigilant about not putting anything other than human
waste and toilet paper down the toilet and yet also reminds us that sometimes bizarre things beyond our
control happen too. Just another day in the life of a busy place!

Church Art Show
There are eight paintings of diverse media on display on the J. E. Room Library shelves. The show is entitled
“Artful Hymns,” reflecting visual impressions and interpretations of the words and melodies of favorite
hymns.
Many thanks go out to our church artists for their wonderful contribution and sharing these spirited creative
gifts of art with us. These intergenerational artists are: Nicole Arrell, Browyn Dix, Morgan Dix, Karen
Lindstrom, Janice T. Lindstrom, John McKinstry, Olga Schwede, and Terry Wise. Enjoy the show!
Olga Schwede

Our Life in Pictures

The Choir

Children’s Sermon

Lunch on the
front lawn

Face Painting

Frisbee

Ten hurricane clean-up buckets on their
way to Minnateague, UCC in W.
Springfield

